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UGBC reps join in student movement to force
clean-up of South End show support of rent strike
buildings livable. He said that the
landlords must be forced to live
up to their obligations.
Petition

the same condition
then as when the clean-up started.
AssociateEditor
For this small, two-room
Last Sunday, student
apartment (including a damp
government leaders from Boston
In order to pressure the mattress which looked like it had
area colleges spent an afternoon
doing repair work in a building in mayor's office into providing been munched on by a horde of
the South End. The project was vigorous enforcement of the city moths) the estimate of rent given
organized to demonstratestudent housing codes, Schwartz by some SETC members was $90
support for a rent strike which is announced that a petition will be a month.
There was also another
being conducted by about 125 circulated among nine colleges to
families in the area. The strike is gain student support for the goals apartment in the basement which
an attempt to force their landlord of the South End Tenant Council was rented at the time and which
(SETC) strike. Schwartzand other was shown to some students. The
to make badly needed repairs
students also mentioned that this rent for this single room was
by Roger Lizotte

practically

Only about ten families in these
19 buildings are not striking.
The rent strike is the latest in a
series of measures taken by
tenants to force Mindic to correct

the conditions of some of his
houses. Previously the tenants had
succeeded in having Mindic's
actions reviewed by the rabbinical
board. This is an orthodox Jewish
board which can take action in
cases where an orthodox Jew does
not conform to the Talmud. The
penalties which can be applied

former president of the National
Association of Students, who is
working with SETC conceived of
the idea. He consulted with Ted
Parrish, director of the SETC,
who agreed to the plan and who
helped set it up.
CommunityOrganization
This rent strike is one sign of
the vitality in community
organization which is being
demonstrated
the residents of
the South End. The South End

UGBC President Joe Fitzpatrick and Vp Mike Sheridan aided in a city-wide student effort to publicize landlord negligence in the South End. They were invited to clean up an apartment by Ed Schwartz
coordinator of the project and a Brandeis grad student who reportedly aided in thestudent takeoverof Ford Hall at that university earlier this year. A petition is being distributed today calling on Mayor
White to have the building codes enforced.

Joe Fitzpatrick (A&S'7O) and
Mike Sheridan (A&S'7l);
president and vice-president of
UGBC represented BC.
Clean-up
'
The students spent about three
hours scraping paint and cleaning
a basement apartment and the
corridors of a building on
Massachusetts Avenue. After this,

student involvement in housing
problems could be extended to
become a review of the effect of
university actions on the
surrounding community.

What the students encountered
when they went to the building
which had been chosen by the
SETC for repair, was a houseful of
dinginess and irrepair. The
a press conference was scheduled;
corridor
and stairs were filthy
however, only one reporter and
has the responsibility
the
landlord
one photographer, both from the to keep
them
clean. In the
At
up.
this
Boston Globe, showed
conference, Ed Schwartz, basement apartment in which
most of the work was done, paint
Brandeis grad student and
coordinator of the project, was peeling on the walls; there
emphasized that the function of was hole in the wall near the
floor; the ceiling paint had
the students was to direct public dropped
in small flakes and
deplorable
attention to the
speckled
floor; and there was
the
housing conditions in certain
no heat.
buildings of the South End.
?

An SETC official agreed that
the students could not perform
the repairs necessary to make the

According to officials of SETC,
this apartment had been rented up
to a month before and it was in

up to the equivalent of
excommunication. (This action is
in contrast with the inaction of
Catholic and Protestant leaders
whom SETC officials said they

estimated at $60 to $70 a month.
This price included bare pipes
dribbling water down the wall
over an electrical outlet, cold
radiators, heat only from a stove
and old newspapers on the floor
to soak up some of the dampness.
Landlord Neglect
That this was not the only such
evidence of landlord neglect was
stressed at the press conference. A
co-chairman of SETC told of
another building just down the
street in which the plumbing did
not work on some of the floors.
Rent Strikes
The building in which the
students worked is owned by Joe
Mindic. He is one of the biggest
landlords in the South End,
owning 43 buildings there. Of

range

these 43, 19 buildings, in which
125 families live, are participating
in the rent strike against him.

strike was called on February 13.
Student participation came
about when Ed Schwartz, a

approached.)

This board forced Mindic to
his buildings. After
tenant complaints that Mindic had
failed to comply with the
agreements, a board was set up
with one representative from the
rabbinical board, one from the
landlord and one from the
tenants. This board has been
meeting to try to 'resolve the
tenant claims about the
dilapidated state of some of these
homes.
Because there were still
complaints about Mindic, a rent
agree to repair

community has been struggling to
effectively participate in decisions
affecting the development of the

area.

CAUSE

spring, members of
Community Action for a Unified
South End (CAUSE) conducted a
sit-in at a BRA site office and a
Tent City in a parking lot. These
demonstrations were intended to

Last

halt the BRA's demolition of
houses in the area unless
lowrincome housing were built to
replace it. CAUSE requested
instead that housing be
constucted on the numerous
vacant lots in the area. They also
asked for community
representation on agencies which
made housing decisions for the
South End.

(Ed. note: Petitions supporting
the SETC are available in the
UGBC office, McElroy 224.)
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Eagle Droppings
Enlightenment

Fellini film

On Tuesday, March 4, in
The Nights of Cabiria.the
Cheverus Lounge at 7:30 PM, the source of the Broadway musical
annual Marriage Lecture Series and the Hollywood smash, Sweet
sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi Charity will be shown Tuesday,
will commence. The first lecture March 4, at 3 PM in McGuinn
in a series of four will feature Auditorium. Directed by Federico
Prof. Simpson of the BC Fellini and starring Giulietta
Psychology Fepartment. He will Masina, Cabiria is the
be speaking on the psychological magnificently portrayed tale of a
woman's triumph over loneliness.
aspects of marriage.
The remaining lectures will The film is being sponsored by the
take place on March 11, 18, and Speech Department Film Series
25.
and Dr. Manuel Grossman, and is
open to students and faculty free
of charge.

Violence

Dr. Richard Hofstadter will
speak on Monday, March 10, in
Campion Auditorium at 7:30 PM,

Spectrum

A new features publication will
"Violence in American appear on the BC newsstands
History." A question and answer March.
period as well as a reception in
Campion faculty lounge will
follow.

on

Spectrum originated three
years ago as a Boston College
Journal of Opinion. The new
Spectrum will have a magazine
format and will contain feature
articles in the areas of campus
affairs, politics, art and culture,
and sports. Articles will be
solicited from all segments of the
university.
Anyone interested in working
for or contributing to Spectrum
should write to: Spectrum, Box
A? ls7, Campus Mail, or go to the
Spectrum office in McElroy 103.

SDSDSDSDS...

There will be a general meeting
of the SCC-SDS on Tuesday,
March 4, at 4:15 in McGuinn
Auditorium. The election results
and future programs will be
discussed.

Earthy

Sunday, March 9, Guitar clinic
and
open auditions: free.
Tuesday,
March 4, 8
Monday, March 10, 8 PM,
PM,Middle Earth Lecture Series.
Middle Earth Lecture Series. The
Dr. Richard Hughes, Chairman of Milwaukee 14 (just back from
the BC English Department, pre-trial arraignment). $.25.
speaking on "University Life in
the Next Several Years."
THE HEIGHTS is the UniWednesday, March 5, open.
versity Newspaper of Boston
Thursday, March 6, 7:30 PM,
College, supported by the efMiddle Earth, English Dept.,
forts of the students, faculty
Sodality Underground Film
and administration, and funded
Series. (Georg-Kaye, Cosmic
by the University.
Ray-Connor, Flicker-Conrad.)
THE HEIGHTS is repreShown in McGuinn Auditorium.
sented for national advertising
$.50 donation.
by the National Educational
Friday,March 7, 8 PM, Paul
Advertising Services, 360 LexTafe, Larry Burgess-folk. $.75
ington Avenue, New York,
single, $1.25 couple.
N.Y. 10017.
Saturday, March 8, 8 PM, John
Entered as second class matPage-blue instrumentals; Tina
ter at the Boston, MassachuGenest-folk. $.75 single, $1.25
setts, Post Office.
couple.

Sale-ing
The BC Book Service will have
a general booksale every day next
week in McElroy 117 from 9-5.
Books which were ordered for
various courses, but were never
purchased, will be offered at
lower-that-Bookstoreprices.

Front lecture
The SCC-SDS and the Black
Forum will sponsor a lecture by
two members of the Third World
Liberation Front of San Francisco
State College. This group has been
leading the 10 month old strike
which has periodically closed the
school and has caused three
separate presidents to be
appointed. The lecture will be
held in Bapst Auditorium on
Thursday, March 6, at 4 PM.

UAS anyone?
A recent announcement from
the Undergraduate Government
advises the following, concerning
the student positions on the
University Academic Senate:
At-large Elections
To be eligible for the primaries,
each student must submit a
petition for candidacy with
signatures from the members of
his college by March 5. (100
signatures are required in A&S
and CBA; 50 signatures in Nursing
and Education. Rules for at-large
election campaigns, along with
petition papers, may be picked up
in McElroy 224.)
The Primary Elections for all
colleges will be held on Monday,
March 10.
Final Elections will be
conducted on two separate dates:
Thursday, March 13, for A&S,
CBA, and Education; Friday,
March 14, in Nursing.
The Evening College will
conduct its own at-large election.
UAS Appointments
Applications for UAS membership
by appointment may be picked up
in McElroy 224 from 9-5. The
deadline for these applications
will be the same as that for the
at-large applicants, March 5 at 4
PM. The appointments will be
brought to the Congress for
approval during the week of the
final election.

Are you looking past tomorrow?

Since cave drawings of the Ice Age
people have struggled to
communicate. With stories, maps,
legends, paper, spoken words of
love and fear. This business of
communications... meaningful
dialogue ... is still chief among
today's preoccupations. And it's
one we at Western Electric, indeed
the entire Bell System have worked
at since 1882.
Cable.microwaves and satellites
have brought nations face-to-face
across continents and oceans,
r>i
? -nfv/ lhelps
i
Uosed-circuit
educators
penetrate barriers of slum and tarpaper shacks. In fact, our whole
j

j

v

Jfc.

way of life in America is being
nchedsimplybyadvances in phoning.
Whether basic or brilliant, each

advance must arrive when it's
needed. And each must be economically producible whenever it's
needed. At Western Electric we
specialize in production and logistics. It's our job in the Bell System
...to help men overcome communication barriers with dependable service at low cost. To this end we
ii
need
an ever increasing number
of new fresh ideas. Your ideas.
Ideas that look past tomorrow.

/
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Barth mixes media in Bapst
by Paul Sinclair

.

Barth employs media
in reading of "Menelaid"

Car burning and vandalism
provoke increased security
by Rich Charland
News Staff
After a period of increasing
vandalism, capped off by the
burning of two cars on the lower
parking lot February 11 and the
breaking into the night office, the
problem of security on campus
has come under serious scrutiny,
causing students to man a
checkpoint at the Roberts Center
gate the past two weekends.
The plan which was formulated
by Father Hanrahan, Dean of
Students, called for the locking of
the gate at St. Ignatius and the
two on St. Thomas More Drive,
limiting campus entrance to the
one gate.
Security university-wise rests
on two guards to cover the middle
campus and lower parking area

parking area has for a long time
been troublesome to the
university. The vast openness and
virtual desolate atmosphere of the
area has long been the scene of
"drink-ins" and "park-ins" with
an increasing number of
participants coming from outside
the campus community.
Questioned as to the

seriousness as far as loss and
damage, Father Hanrahan could
only reply that he didn't really
know."The overnight parking
figure rests at about 150 to 200
cars, but all we get back is second
hand information as to vandalism
and loss in the parking lot."
Plans for the future rest now in
the implementation of students
on the gate during the entire
week, and eventually a guard will
be hired with his salary funded by
a charge on the parking stickers.

comedy.

In the tale, Menelaus tells the
stories of his own adventures
during and following the Trojan
War, primarily those relating he
and his wife of questionable
fidelity, Helen of Troy, "a woman
desired by every king on earth." A
woman responsible for vast loss of
empire by many a king, this was
attributed by Barth to such
characteristics as her manner of
saying good night to all alike:

Course changes increase;
McMahon discusses reform
by Jane Monahan

News Staff
and the

In a recent interview, Mr.
Henry J. McMahon, Assistant
Dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences, discussed the increase in
course changes this year and
presented his position on the
SDS-SCC initiated proposal for
registration reform.
Pointing out that requests for
changes in course or major in A&S
have increased by 300 this year,
Dean McMahon explained that it
is unlikely that the increases
resulted from the elimination of
the $5 or $10 fees previously
by Charles Barry
charged for these changes.
News Editor
Stating that he has "never
from
Three teams of Boston College speakers presented the Alternative program to seventeen schools in Detroit sensed any student restraint these
making a change because of
and its suburbs last week.
fees," Dean McMahon felt the
The teams of Ed Murphy, Jim Cosgriff, and Mike Morrisey, (all A&S '69); George O'Toole, Jim Malone increase was more likely a result
(A&S '69) and Peter Voyt (A&S '70); and Frank Dubreuil (A&S '70), Jim Scannell (A&S '69) and Charles of the freedom that a student now
Lawson (CBA '70) spent last Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday trying to make the residents of Wayne has in planning his program.
County aware of their responsibility in trying to alleviate the problems of the black man in this society.
In previous years a student's
Explaining the unique situation Scannell cited was the selling of and Raytheon have been highly schedule was comprised of set
that the Alternative teams faced protection to the blacks, who if effective.
courses over the four years, Dean
in Detroit, Jim Scannell stated they don't pay, will get beaten up.
Adding that prior to this year, McMahon explained, but now the
that they were not addressing
Alternative has been "whites student has a greater voice in
deciding not only which courses
themselves "to the gravity of the
speaking
to whites," Scannell
At Osborne, the Alternative
problem that plagues the society
he
will take, but also when he
pointed
out that adding Charles
presented their speeches on the
or to the solutions to it, but problems of
chooses
to take them.
Lawson,
student,
a
black
to
the
the black, and then
simply to the fact that a problem
handled questions from the program has been enormously
In response to the position
exists."
audience. The question period successful. Scannell explained that taken by the SDS-SCC advocating
Scannell explained that many started off on a dull note, in Detroit, Lawson was asked registration periods at the
of the programs that they Scannell said, and then a black girl what he thought about riots. beginning of each semester, Dean
presented were highly successful, delivered a three minute attack on Lawson replied that "because the McMahon stressed the
but that the success of a given the attitudes of the black man has been stripped of all overwhelming amount of time and
power in this society except for
effort which is now demanded of
engagement was determined by a predominantly white audience,
the power to disrupt" a riot can his office and of the registrars in
turning point generally initiated which considerably enlivened the
be justified. Scannell pointed out rescheduling that minority of
by the audience.
question period.
that coming from a white student students desiring changes in their
The problem of employment, this comment would not have courses. He added that attempting
One of the most successful according to Scannell, dominated been as effective.
to cope with an additional 1800
programs, Scannell mentioned, the questioning in Detroit and in
In conclusion, Scannell
schedule changes would greatly
was presented at the Osborne Dearborn because of the explained his personal view
that inconvenience his staff and he
High School. This school, he went
compensatory hiring practices of "Alternative is reaching the stage
on, is located in "the last Polish General Motors and Ford, who where it is becoming self-critical warned that the students
proposing adoption of an added
ethnic stronghold" in Detroit, also hire a vast number of the where the team
members discuss registration period should not
where the Polish are realizing the white community. Many whether
the program is overlook this fact.
presence of the black community corporations have
been remiss in experiencing a high degree of
Further inconveniences he
because of an open enrollment this respect, he added, while sophistication or one
of mentioned included the confusion
policy. The most blatant hostility others, such as AVCO, XEROX,
frustration."
it would cause in the bookstore

between 11:30 PM and 7 AM.
Their patrolling is backed up by
the Newton and Brighton police.
The easy access to the lower

.

News Staff
Bestselling author John Barth read the excerpt "Menelaid" from his latest book Lost in the Funhouse as
the first presentation for the Boston College Humanities Series for the Spring semester last Friday night.
The book itself is a collection "I'm going to bed. Second door "A story about a man destroyed
of short tales composed for a on the left there."
and still preserved, not so much
mixed-media performance: print,
John Barth unleashes great by loving
but by being loved."
tape, live voice, and a amounts of wit, including a His passionate curiosity could not
combination of these modes. The tendency
toward the farcical, by be satisfied by the answer "love,"
excerpt "Menelaid" was presented
interspersing contemporary for it seemed to him that others
by the highly effective reading of
into the ancient loved her more.
Mr. Barth and occasionally colloquilisms
Barth left a question
myth.
supplemented by the use of cards
unanswered throughout-whether
bearing some punctuation, words,
Other elements of the work she married the man who could
or simply a blank card, depending
tend to rather classical criticisms most easily fascilitate the
upon the desired effect. The tales of the world, particularly brought
maintenance of her many lovers
are actually exploratory and out by a rather pessimistic or whether, according to her
experimental to the extent that
Menelaus toward the end of the version, "I've never made love
the different media were used, but
tale. Comments range from his with anyone but you."
own, "Hang around the business
are deliberately aimed to create
Menelaus finally receives the
narrative in disjunction from the
long enough; you trust nobody," advice, "Helen chose you without
narrator, an unexperimental to Helen's, "He continues to hold reason, embrace her without
purpose.
on, but can no longer consider the cause ..." The story ends with
The quick-paced "Menelaid" world seriously."
both characters being caught up
consists of fourteen parts
totally in the "mysterious" to be
buildup of the first
While
the
containing seven levels of
loved, and loving unquestionably.
parts lays the groundwork
seven
complication which begin with
for the main theme of Menelaus' They possibly capture the essence
simple narrative, leads to the
love, the final seven of love without such lower
point of maximum complication and Helen's
search to answer the question of characteristics as reason, and
or confusion it seems, and then "Why"
Helen chose Menelaus, the Barth therefore concludes that the
out again quickly to the first line
narrative "espouses the absurd,
least interested of her suitors.
of the narrative.
unending possibility of love!"
The tale begins by calling itself,
Basically this rather bawdy
colloquialization of Homer's
Odyssey seems pointed at turning
the ancient Greek mythology of
Helen of Troy into a domestic

Alternative confronts Detroit
with problems of black ghetto

faculty problem of
estimating the size of classes.
Dean McMahon pointed out that
there are already four periods
during the year when students are
allowed to make changes in their
courses or majors: the two weeks
prior to registration; the first two

weeks of class, both in September
and February; and the two weeks
before the end of first semester.

EPC

vote

The faculty of the College of
Arts and Sciences approved the
proposed Constitution of the A&S

Educational Policy Committee
last Friday, thus sending it to a
student referendum tomorrow.
In a light turnout at the polls,
80 faculty members split their
vote 56 to 24 in favor of the
proposed Constitution.
The suggested Constitution,
which is highlighted by the inclusion of four student representatives, has undergone one additional change in order that the
EPC's legal position with respect
to the Trustees and Board of
Directors might be clarified.
Article I of the proposed
Constitution has been changed to
read:
"The Educational Policy Committee shall have authority over
all academic matters that fall
within the College of Arts and
Sciences recognizing that final
authority and responsibility to
implement the institutional
objectives of the University rests
by law in the Board of Trustees
established by charter granted by
the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts."
This change (indicated by the
bold face) was made following the
February 18 issue of The Heights
where the proposed EPC
Constitution was published in
toto.
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Middle Earth announces new format
by Mary Lawless
News Staff

With organization as thenobjective, the new board members
of the Middle Earth Coffee House
have inaugurated a program of
special concerts and events.
George Rezk, the new general
manager of the coffee house,
emphasizes the fact that Middle
Earth hopes to be a student
oriented organization, with a
policy of "universal university
appeal."
Middle Earth, now three years
old, operates as a non-profit
student service organization with
a financially independent basis.
The new management claims it
will encourage all students to
participate in its various programs.
The coffee house runs seven
nights a week and offers programs
ranging from guitar clinic to
poetry readings to folk music.
Future plans call for a fine arts
series, run on a weekly basis.
Arrangements are also being made
for an Art Exhibit Center, giving
Student artists in the i area a
chance to display their work.
Middle Earth may move outside in
the spring for a series of outdoor
concerts.

Present programs are being
improved upon, with an effort
being made to bring up new topics
and lecturers for the firing line
series.
Special concerts have also been
scheduled which bring well known
local talent to the coffee house,
such as Bartholomew and
Oglethorpe, a folk group from
Emerson rated by many as the
best folk group in the city.
Rezk stressed the fact that
M.E. is a place for social
gatherings and student activity,
with appeal for all membersof the
University. He added that prices
are fixed to cover only talent

money

in

new

electrical

The new board members are:

equipment in particular. The most
obvious change has been a
personal one, aimed at structuring
the establishment along more
business-like lines. They have
refined and defined the positions
and responsibilities of board

George Rezk (A&S '70), General
Manager; Bill Fischer (A&S '70),
Talent Manager; Ed Dembitz
(A&S '71), Treasurer; Tony Shea
(A&S '72), Publicity Manager;
Richard Gram (A&S '72), Lecture
Manager; Paul Lanzikos (A&S
members. Each of the board '72), Personnel Manager; and
members in turn has an organized Dana Bisbee (Ed '69), Film
staff working under them. Manager.

DS

returns

This Thursday evening at 8:30
PM, the Boston College Dramatics
Society will present the world
premier of the revised version of
James Forsyth's Seven Scenes for
Yeni.
The play, at least its title, will
be familiar to some members of
the University community. In its
original
form,Yeni was the
Centennial Play, commissioned by
BC in 1963 for the 100-year
celebration. The play was given a
professional production at that
time, which was not entirely
successful. Since that
performance, Seven Scenes for
Yeni has not been played either
by professional or college groups.
For those unfamiliar with the
play, it portrays the dilemma of
Yeni, a comedian in a satellite
country who has been forcibly
retired from the stage. This for
Yeni is death because the stage is
the maze wherein the actor finds
what truth he can.
Yeni therefore accepts an offer
to act which would seemingly cut
him off from his roots. But Yeni
must return to the maze to search
" for the light breaking through."
The play is about this search.
James BorreUi will appear as
Yeni, and other major roles will

'

Photo by Ken Gorman

Baroque bachanal

"Yeni"

be played by William Cain,S.J.,
Rochelle Begin, Stephen James,
and Kathi Hughes.
Last spring, the officers of the
Dramatics Society met with the
director to plan the schedule for
the coming year. Yeni was
suggested and accepted. Earlier
this winter, soon after the play
had been cast, Fr. Jpseph
Larkin,S.J., the director for Yeni
received a letter from Forsyth,
who had learned of the Dramatics
Society's intention to revive Yeni.
Forsyth himself had begun
revising the script, and the cast
of Yeni found themselves in the
middle of two plays, the 1963
play and the scripts which daily
came from England in the mail.
Sections of the play have been
rewritten, parts have been
shortened to improve the
dialogue.

However, the changes are
finished and the production is in
its final stages right now. After
opening in Campion Auditorium
on Thursday, the play will be
presented twice more, on Friday
and Saturday evenings. Admission
is $2 general and $1 student.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door or in the Eagle's Nest.

The Cultural Committee, in
coordination with the Saga food
service, will present the University
Chorale in "An Evening of
Baroque" on Saturday, March 8,
at 8:30 PM in the Resident Dining
Hall.
Bob Fiorentino explained that,
unlike other Chorale
presentations, this program will be
divided into sections: one
orchestral, the other vocal.
The orchestral presentation
will include Rev. Thomas Kulley,
S.J., leading Bach's Concerto in D
minor for Harpsichord and String
Orchestra; to be followed by Dr.
Alexander Peloquin conducting
selections from Handel's Water
Music.
In the second half of the
program, the University Chorale
will sing Vivaldi's Gloria.
The program, according to
Fiorentino, is a result of Dr.
Peloquin's desire to introduce
Baroque music to those people in
the university community he
doesn't reach in his courses.
The meal that evening will have
Baroque influences, and Saga

Great
figure T

plans to provide Baroque Age

refreshments during the concert.
The concert is open to the
public, free of charge.

costs.

The new management has
made several changes in the
physical layout of the coffee
house, investing quite a bit of

but nobody
noticed

WABAN
PERFORMANCE
CENTER
Mark MuUaney

53 Rokeby Road
Newton, Mass.
We specialize in British sports
you're interested in.
prompt, courteous and inexpensive service please call
Marshall at 244-8267.

cars. If

Every Sunday
\u25a0 afternoon

hour

Chuck Mascott

Life Insurance
Until you have seen The Connecticut Mutual's "Axiom Plan." This plan
is a brand new concept in Life Insurance, especially designed for the college student looking to get ahead Financially.
Call us and compare "The Axiom Plan" with any other college insurance
plan you may have seen.
The Whittemore Agency

And aren't you happy! You can
wear the briefest skirts, the
slimmest slacks, anything you
want, anytime you want, without
ever worrying about noticeable
bulges or the possibility of odor
forming. You use Tampax tampons.
Worn internally, they eliminate
the bother of belts, pins and pads.
And most important, Tampax
tampons do away with the discomfort of chafing and rubbing.
You feel secure and perfectly
comfortable every day of the month.
Tampax tampons, available in
three absorbency-sizes: Regular,
Super and Junior. Neat. Convenient. Completely disposable.
Try Tampax tampons and see
how great it is when nobody
notices. Not even you.

140 Federal Street

Boston, Mass. 02110
Phone 426-0310
from 1 to 5 P.M. at

*=£
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v
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122 HARVARD AVENUE. ALLSTOH. MASS.
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A Hazy Shade of Winter

Dormies react to blizzard
by Jerry Cambria
"Welch is chicken!" chanted 120 voices in the courtyard. Sploosh! A
flying Welchman swandived three stories into a snow drift below. The
chant echoed back: "Williams is yellow!" Sploosh! A Williams
snowdiver answered the challenge by executing a faultless one and a
half somersault before penetrating the mound of white stuff thirty feet
from his window.
Whatever the motives, the
While the rest of Boston dug its
way out of last week's snowstorm, movement caught on and the area
Welch and Williams dormitories between Welch and Williams soon
were renewing the ancient pagan looked like a fire drill on the USS
rite of self-immolation to the god Enterprise. By Tuesday afternoon
of snow. A local TV station
featured it, Fr. Hanrahan tried to the festivities had evolved from a
squelch it, the dorms sponsored it, ritual into an inter-dorm contest.
Welch began the main event
and a BC psychologist refused to
with
a swan dive which was
comment on it.
score of 8.7 from
The origins of the rite were awarded with a
judges. It was countered with
the
hard to pin down. Legend has it
that a Williams junior climbed out a jackknife dive from the Williams
As the dives increased in
on his third story ledge Monday team.
the competition
night to free a frozen six-pack difficulty,
became
heated.
Even prefects
that was cooling on his window
leaning out of windows
were
seen
sill.
on.
Losing his footing, he cheering their dorms
plummeted thirty feet into a
Both teams rallied at 1:30 AM
conveniently placed snow drift. Wednesday morning, shortly after
He walked away unharmed, a junior had pulled Williams into
gaining both his frozen six pack
the lead with a one and a half
and the admiration of the dorm. reverse somersault. No one could
Perhaps it was the ever top that! (Or so they
inconveniences of the storm that thought.) Suddenly, hurtling out
caused the mass exodus from the into the cold, clear night came a
upper floors. The snow had
flying Welchman clad only in his
hampered the dorms' supply of jockey shorts!
clean linen, the cigarette vending
Needless to say, that was not
machines were empty, the maids
weren' able to get to work and? the only support he had, for the
horror of horrors?the Tarn closed entire dorm complex rose to its
down early Monday night. "My feet in a "brief" ovation. (When
God!" said a student, "You just Williams tried to surpass this last
had to jump out your window!!" chilling dive, their team member
One senior psychology major was disqualified for competing
who was interviewed explained out of uniform.)
The resumption of classes on
the phenomenon in Freudian
terms: "Actually, it's symbolic of Thursday put an unofficial end to
a college student's sub-conscious the windowdiving event. Oddly
desire to escape the womb-like enough; the only casualties
environment of his dormitory; an recorded were a broken ankle
all-encompassing drive to thrust sustained by an over-anxious
himself out into the cold, hostile Welchman and a few cases of
nature-world outside his fractured foliage near the
window." The interview ended building. As fierce as the
abruptly as he climbed onto his inter-dorm competition may have
own window sill. "Besides," he been, both sides agreed on one
snickered, "it's a hell of a lot of point-"Thank God that we don'L
live in high rise dorms." /
fun! Geronimo?o?o?o?o!"
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Editorials:
Concern in the South End
The action taken by a group of student
leaders from Boston area colleges (in
spending a day doing clean-up and repair work in
the South End) should focus the attention of the
mayor's office on the housing problems there. What
they accomplished in one day could hardly offset
the long period of neglect which has brought about
the present shoddy state of some buildings there.
Indeed, they did not mean to suggest that this type
of action was the solution to the substandard
government

housing in the South End.

Their most important function was to generate
publicity. Their presence was intended as an
indictment of the inadequate enforcement of the
city's housing codes and of the lack of concern on
the part of landlords.
This demonstration of support by student leaders
was undertaken in conjunction with a tenants'
association in the area. These tenants have been
engaged in a series of actions through which they

Security

have been struggling to create better housing for the
residents of the South End. To do this, they have to
deal with recalcitrant, neglectful landlords who
enjoy most of the power and influence in the

struggle.

There is a way in which others on campus can
lend their support to the people of the South End.
A petition will be circulated soon. This petition will
request that Mayor White take forceful steps to
compel landlords to comply with the city's housing
codes. Strict enforcement of these codes will help to
abolish some of the worst aspects of the poor
housing in that community.
We strongly urge you to sign this petition. The
student population of Boston represents a strong
force for political change. You can help to direct
this force to improve the housing of the South End
community and, perhaps, other sections of Boston
in which landlords care more for the rent money
than for the welfare of the tenants.
R.F.L.

must

The inadequacy of the security measures taken
the Boston College campus from
vandalism and theft was blatantlyexposed last week
by the burning of two cars on the lower campus.
There is no reason why a resident student should
have to park his automobile in a dark poorly
guarded lot, while the campus police adhere to
stringent supervision of the upper campus. Nor is
there any reason why BC students should have to
form their own organization to guard the area
around Alumni Stadium.
The lack of security arises from the number of
to protect

improve

the evening hours. These people include high school
students, beer drinkers, and young lovers, who enter
the campus to enjoy themselves in the darkness of
the area.

frequent patrolling by Newton and Boston police
must be implemented to fully reverse this needless

like

black

Americans,

Spanish-Americans, and Indians cry out. Teachers
are chosen and promoted without any reference to
student opinion. Dormitories are built and run
without consulting those who live there.
ROTC is a reminder of an unpopular war and the
idea of giving academic credit for the science of
war-making seems deeply repellent to dissenters.
Professors are often more concerned with

C.J.B.

delegating to the big brother of administration or a
faceless board of trustees.
Who should run the university? More and more
the answer given is those who live and work there,
including students and faculty. Members of
university communities which run into the tens of
thousands want control over their destinies.
Window-dressing like representation on an
academic senate or committee, when this does not
carry with it real power over day-to-day handling of
university affairs, is not regarded as sufficient. Black
students especially want a greater say in view of a
history of frustration and suspicion of
power-holders.
It could be that control should be functionally

privacy.

exercised, that it is according to the special
responsibilities of each segment: administrators
would advise on financial planning, professors on
course content and grading, students on matters
affecting their living conditions, like dormitories.
But in the final analysis,only a united effort can
achieve harmony. And this must rest on a concept
of power-sharing based on individual choice and
more options for the individual faculty member and
student to achieve identity and self-fulfillment. A
dictatorially-run institution breeds resentment.

Behind these specific issues is the problem of
power-sharing. Students and faculty members feel
that it is their human right to help to determine
their lives; increasingly they are not satisfied with

Unless power sharing becomes a reality a
growing polarization between power holders and
subordinates and between universities and
communities seems inevitable.

government contract

work than with students,

because it is more lucrative. Government security
criteria interfere with academic freedom to teach;
most government contracts restrict "disclosure" of
information. Students' records may be impounded,
including their personal medical history.

In Massachusetts there is a law which makes
disclosure of such information to government
agencies mandatory. This is seen as an invasion of

THEHEIHGTS

situation.

(Ed. note: The following is part of an article written about the recent conference on "Standards for a New
University" by Prof. Robert Woetzel of the BC Political Science Department. It appeared in the Herald
Traveler of Feb. 22, 1969.)

minority groups

I

j

The action already taken of limiting entry to the
area to people with a legitimate reason for being
there was vitally necessary. There must be, however,
more adequate lighting in the area, and more

unauthorized people allowed on the campus during

What are some of the major issues that besiege
universities? The inflexibility of certain course
requirements (at Boston College theology and
philosophy, at Harvard languages) is a constant
source of irritation. Admissions criteria seem to
favor the wealthier classes when the needs of

1
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LETTERS
Yes, Hmmmm
To the Editor:
It was interesting to note that,
according to the librarian, the
books displayed in the cases in
Bapst Library on Black Culture
were neither available to be taken
out, nor to be found elsewhere in
the library.
Hmmmm.

.

Respectfully,

Tom Holley, A&S '72

Social Puzzle
To the Editor:
Probably the biggest topic and
problem

among

socially

concerned individuals on today's
college campuses is wiat can be
done for the plight 01 minority
groups and how the college itself
can contribute to the welfare of
society. In the recent debate and
election here there seemed to be
no doubt that this was a chief, if
not the main, point of discussion.
Both candidates agreed that we
must do more to help neglected
minority groups have a rightful
chance at achieving a good
education.
Mr. Gallagher said that we
should lower admission standards
for black and other minority
groups because today's college
admissions standards are geared
toward the white middle class
student while the student in the
ghetto areas receive education
enough only to learn a trade with
never a hope of earning a chance
at becoming a designer and shaper
of society. Mr. Fitzpatrick took a
more moderate view about
lowering the admission standards
and instead proposed a Black
talent search program for
qualified students.
Consider the results of these
two different approaches. If
admission standards were lowered
and students who weren't yet
fully prepared for college, no
matter how promising they may
be, were admitted right away,
they would be swallowed up by
the vast competition through no
fault of their own. The fault
would lie entirely with, their
pre-college preparation. Mr.
Gallagher is right in one respect;
we must vastly improve minority
group schools. On the other hand,
would a mere talent search
program be truly successful? I
don't think so. Here we would be

a sort of prep school on campus, a
pre-university school where
remedial skills and pertinent
preparatory work would be taught
to these individuals. For years

there has been a Basic Studies
at Boston University
where students who are
potentially college material but
didn't show too much in high
school are admitted. Though this
isn't exactly what I have in mind,
it gives you an idea of what I am
trying to get at. Why not have BC
set an example of social concern
for other schools to follow?
Not knowing the current
financial position at Boston
College, I offer it as a suggestion,
not a demand. Why not give it a
program

thought?

Kevin Shaughnessy, CBA '71

Submit, film
To the Editor:
There is general agreement that
the major film festivals are
exploitative and largely insensitive
to the needs of film makers. The
Antioch Film Festival, to be held
March 13 through March 18 at
Antioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, has been conceived
in response to that dissatisfaction.
It will be non-competitive, no
entry fees will be charged, rental
will be paid to the film makers,
and prints will be returned
immediately following the
festival. In additon, any film
submitted will be screened and in
the event that a print is damaged,
appropriate reimbursements are
guaranteed.
A $3 admission fee entitles
anyone to view the festival in its
entirety. At this time two
showings a night are planned.

Facilities are also available for
multi-media presentations. The
Festival Committee invites all film
makers to attend the festival and
participate in workshops now
being arranged. Please send films
and direct any inquiries to:
The Antioch Film Festival
c/o General Delivery
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387
The deadline for submitting films
is March 11. More information is
forthcoming.
Jeffrey Freilich

Eagle Power

To the Editor:
After surveying the issues, I
accepting only presently qualified have come to the conclusion that
students and would be showing no the only significant and worthy
concern for many other promising issue that has taken place on
students who are not yet ready campus in the past weeks is the
for college and as a result will distribution of"Eagle Power"
never receive a chance because of bumper stickers. Sure the idea of
their prior unequal ghetto a bumper sticker with such a
saying on it as a joke-that's the
education.
If Boston College is truly point ?BC jokers, not BC
interested in helping to ameliorate SDS-SCC, seem to be making the
this social puzzle, what then can it only sense on campus.
do? Can we play the complacent
First of all SDS says we ought
role and lie back while leaving it to abolish ROTC. My dear friends
totally up to high schools and who call themselves Students for a
prep schools to improve? I don't "democratic society," you are
think so. To give promising mistaken. This isn't Germany of
students a chance I would propose the 1930'5-no one is forced to

become an officer. Now my point
ffere is this?we all have our
opinions on war, in particular the
Viet Nam War-which I do not
support at all, but I do support
the need for defense since evil
does exist-we do need at least
some preparation in case of
emergency. Therefore there is a
need for officers and in this case
those from the ROTC. Don't get
me wrong. I don't believe in the
glory of killing an enemy, but I do
believe in defense since the US is a
world power. We have to be ready
to face this.
My second point is that of
Black Culture Week here at BC.
Why not set a week aside to honor
the culture of Eastern Slavobian
Orthodoxy; or to be a little more
serious, Irish Cultural week with
all the bombast of Irish Power etc.
To really get to the point-how
about American Heritage week.
My point is this-we all have
different cultural backgrounds,
which we should honor in our
own way, but here in America we
should accept a new culture and
leave our ethnic backgrounds
where they belong. If we really
love our ethnic background so
much, why don't we return to
Africa or Ireland and get full
benefit of it. If each group was
composed of various nationalists
there would no doubt be a
revolution, but then the SDS
would be angry because they
advocate peace. My goodness,
what a mumble jumble.
In conclusion-SDS should
respect a man's right if he wishes
to become an officer to defend his
country if the need arrives. Again
I do not support the Viet Nam
War. Secondly this Black Power
bit has gone too far-we are all
Americans and should work
together for the betterment of our
country not its destruction
through black anarchist
revolution.
And to the BC band, I salute
you for making sense by selling a
sticker that is a joke. The joke is
not on you, but on the others
who won't face up to being truly
Americans.
Sincerely,
P.R., Ed '71
PS. I'm sorry to .have been so
blunt, but the love I once had for
BC is being lost little by little.
Ed. Note: Would P.R. please
come down to the Heights office
to identify himself? The Heights
only accepts signed copy.

Spare

a Picture?

To the Editor:

If you are definitely female
you're an important person. You
can brighten the day of a
serviceman in Viet Nam. Make a
new friend. Send an introductory
letter, with a picture enclosed if

possible, to:
Operation Mail Call

175th RRCo.
APOSF 96227
Sincerely,
Dave McKeever

Give blood
March 5-6

Resident lounge

McElroy
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ROTC Still Grooves

New York (LNS)-- Despite the reforms of the ROTC program
taken by some Ivy League schools, totalenrollment in ROTC continues
to climb.
According to the Wall Street Journal, this is largely due to the draft
defermentvalue.
First Vale, later Dartmouth and Harvard withdrew academic credit
from the ROTC program. Many other colleges all over the country are
expected to follow suit.
The reforms could range from merely abolishing compulsory ROTC
to reducing the program to an extracurricular activity.
The trend may cause the Pentagon some inconvenience, since it
depends on ROTC for many of its field officers.
But, according to a Pentagon colonel, "The production is what we
want it to be."
Scientist Strike
New York (LNS) ?A group of scientists, professors and advanced
students plan to stop work for one day, March 4, in order to protest
government and commercial 'misuse' of science. MIT, Cornell and Vale
are centers of the strikers' activities.

Perm State Controversy
State College, Pa. (CPS) ?Pennsylvania State University is engulfed
in a controversy over obscenity in a new underground paper, Water
Tunnel. Supporting the paper's right to be sold on campus is virtually
every student group, from SDS to YAF. Lining up against the paper are
the school's authorities and the local authorities.
Six people, including four students, now face charges on "selling and
distributing obscene material," a state offense. Although the law does
not stipulate sale to underage people, the police chief admits that if
Water Tunnel hadn't been sold to minors this week's arrests probably
wouldn't have occurred.
The faculty has jumped into the picture because one student was
arrested while in class. A self-formed faculty of seventy circulated a
petition upholding the right of the educational processes to proceed
undisturbed.
Definition Changes
Washington CPS) ?The House Committee on Un-American
Activities changed its name and scope this week. Now, it is the House
Committee on Internal Security. The Committee now possesses the
authority to look into those who incite or employ "acts of violence,
terrorism, or any lawful means to obstruct or oppose the lawful
authority of 'the government' in the execution of any law or policy
affecting the security of the United States."
Congressman Philip Burton (D-Calif.) brought up the attempt to
abolish the committee or block the name change.

Draft Counselor

Looking for a job?(CPS)?The Draft Information Center, which is
run by a professional draft counselor and paid for by the Local
Fellowship of Reconciliation, takes counselor apprentices for one
month as part of its counselor training program. There is no salary, but
room and board is provided. The aim is to train moderately competent
counselors who will be able to work independently in their schools and
communities.
The apprenticeship is open to those who want to do such work and
who, in the judgement of the Center staff, can be trained to be
competent counselors. Apprentices are taken one at a time. If
interested, write (including details about your age, plans, past work,
5ch001...) to: John Reints, Draft Information Center, 173 Nassau
Street, Princeton, N.J. 08540.
ADC Advises
Montreal (LNS) ?Canada has not been closed to military deserters,
regardless of what the New York Times says. The Times and other
establishment media have been spreading the lie of such an end to
safety.

However, according to the American Deserters Committee (ADC) in
Montreal, it is not so. What has led to this discrepancy is the more
rigorous application of the points on the immigration scale needed to
qualify for immigrant status...and this can cause some delay in the
granting of work papers. But to their knowledge no individual has been
denied immigrant status, solely on the grounds of desertion, so long as
his application was made from within Canada.
Thus the difference is where the American soldier is at the time of
his application. If he is in Canada on leave and decides not to return to
his unit, he is eligible under the normal standards. Yet, as the
spokesman for the Canadian Manpower and Immigration Ministry
remarked on February 1 in the Montreal Star, "An American deserter
who identified himself as such, applying for entry at a border point
would be treated in an entirely different manner." In such cases, the
deserter would probably be denied entry.
The source of the difficulty then is at border entry points, where the
US has been somewhat successful in bending Canadian policy, rathei
than at internal offices of the Canadian Immigration Dept., where
business seems to continue pretty much as usual.
The ADC says, "Deserters are safe within Canada. They will not be
extradited, deported or denied immigrant status at internal application
centers, provided they qualify."

The ADC advises servicemen seeking to escape the military to enter
Canada while on leave to use papers other than military ID if possible
(e.g., birth certificates, drivers licenses). Such persons should contact
the ADC at 122 St. Paul Street, Room 522, in Montreal, telephone:
514-843-8144.
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A&S Honors experiment: perception
through others, expression through media
The Modern Man Course in the
A&S Honors Program will
experiment this semester with a
seminar that will try to "create
and stabilize the kind of
self-awareness within which
conceptualization can operate."
In a recent interview, Father
J.A. Appleyard explained the
format that the experimental
program will take.
Father Appleyard explained
that the present course is a two
year program for freshmen and
sophomores that is based on a
history-of-ideas approach.
Appleyard stated that "the
artificiality of the chronological
progression from ancient times to
the present day is also a problem,
since it demands that the student
recreate by himself the context in
which ideas and events occurred
before he can judge their value to
him. This is something that not
even superior students can always
do successfully."
To remedy these weaknesses a
six-week experimental program
has been worked out by Fr.
Appleyard and Mr. Albert
Folkard, the Honors Program
Director. Dr. Fred Pula, Director
of the University Audio-Visual
services also joined in thy
planning.

~

The chief consultant in the
design of the program was Mr.

Gus Jaccaci of the Audio-Visual
center at Phillips Andover.
Outlining the format that the
experimental program will take,
Fr. Appleyard addressed himself
to four areas: perceptual
awareness, developing awareness
of others, problem solving, and
finally, self-expression in some art
medium.
The first part of the program
will try to develop the student's
perceptual awareness in terms of
sight, sound, touch, and motion.
Appleyard said that this would be
accomplished through exercises in
collecting sense data, using
Polaroid cameras, tape recorders,
closed-circuit TV, and video-tape
techniques.

In order to move on from the

individual and self-centered nature
of sense awareness, students in the
second part of the course will take
part 'in a Sensitivity Training
Program (T-group). According to
Appleyard, this is "to develop an
awareness of the complexity of
other personalities, and of how
members in a group interact." The
T-groups were planned with the
co-operation of Dr. Jane
Moosbrucker of the Psychology
Department and Mr. Weston Jenks
of the A&S Guidance Office.
The most important result of
the T-groups, Appleyard
commented, is the development
of "an awareness of the extent to
which one's individual personality
comes to full expression, and
self-unders Landing, and
self-confidence through the
experience of being accepted and
valued by the group." The third
section of the course will
concentrate on problem solving.
This will be achieved by
instruction in the method known
as Synectics, which is a system
based on the use of analogical
thinking as a way of unlocking the
latent creativity of people when
they are working in a group to
solve a problem.
In the fourth part of the
course, the students will try to
make some statement about
themselves as inheritors of the
modern tradition, not in a verbal
format, but through a medium:
the film, videotape, still
photographs, painting, and so
forth.
Though
the experimental
program this year comes at the
end of the two-year Modern Man
course, the Honors Program staff
hopes that its success will lead
next year to a revision of the
whole sophomore half of the
course. In that case, the program
in perception and expression
would be put at the beginning of
the second year, and would
function as the point of departure
for the more analytical study of
contemporary problems in the
light of the past.

In the re-arranged course,
Appleyard stated, "we would
constantly be moving
centrifugally

from

away

our

contemporary situation in the
history of our own questions and
then back centripedally to see 1

how far our discoveries go in
offering answers to these
questions."

He stated that the program
might have enormous significance
to the "ever-increasing number of
black students who often lack the
concept-oriented skills produced
by our traditional school systems,
whose latent abilities go
unexercised because they lack
these skills in the same degree as
their white peers, but whose
imaginative capacities would
respond successfully to a different
kind of challenge." The Honors
Program staff also hopes that its
experimental program might
demonstrate some techniques
which might be useful in revising
traditional thinking about the
general college curriculum.

Fultonians rank across the country
Trailing

nation-leading

Houston, BC Fulton debaters find
themselves in a toss-up situation
with Harvard and two other
schools for the second, third and
fourth national spots.
Led by the top four-man squad
in the country, Charlie Brown,
Mark Killenbeck, Ron Hoenig, (all
A&S '70), and Jack MacMillan
(A&S '72), they posted a 15-1
record in the Dartmouth

Dartmouth, being beaten both
times by Houston.
As far as future tournaments
are concerned, the Fultonians
plan to participate in the District
qualification matches for the
National Tournament to be held
April 13 and 15.

preliminaries.
Finishing two teams out of 180
in the semi-finals at Georgetown,
they have, under the direction of
Mr. Robert Shrum, gone to the
quarter-finals at Harvard and

Northwestern, as well as the
semi-finals at UCLA and
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1969 &1970 Class Rings
HeY

Hortense

Class ring orders will be taken for

He:

Juniors and Seniors on

She:

Vburnew

9AMto 3 PM

in the Bookstore

. they're

playing our ~ song!

She:

Thursday, March 6

boyfriend has a
new girlfriend?

Photo by Dan Natchek

Yes, Edgar, it brings
back those wonderful
days when we first met
in the lobby of the
Hotel McAlpin... seven
years ago.
Seven wonderful years
and every college
vacation since then
we'vebeen comingback
to New York and the
Hotel McAlpin. For
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Mid-years, Spring
vacations...
And the Hotel McAlpin
has such convenience
to theatres, museums,
libraries, Lincoln Center, Fifth Avenue shops,
and with such swinging
restaurants right in the
Hotel and dancing
nightly and such low
prices... no wonder we
students always make
out best at the Hotel

...

McAlpin.

He:

You were always such a
romantic, darling.

STUDENT RATES:*
The Company guarantees delivery before May 10

Single

Last chance to be sure of delivery before end of semester

Triple

112.00 per person
18.00 per person

Twin

$6.35 per person

Quad

|5.25 per person

Faculty rates are lowtow
Single ....$l2 ? Twin ....$U

Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink. *jSfr-,

A $10 deposit required?plus sales tax

Student rates do not apply March
*15,
16 or 17, 1969.

Organization.

McAlpin
Hotel

Deposit by check
For yourown ThinkDrink Mug, send 75t and your nameand address to:
Think Drink Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Box 559. New York, N.Y. 10046. The International Coffee

For immediate confirmation of
student rates, see your travel
agent or call our free toll telephone numbers: New York
State: 800-522-7182. Eastern
Central Southern States:
800-221-7218. Other states
call collect: 212-736-5700.
TWX: 710-581-5550.

make payable to the Bookstore

Broadway and I New York
34th Street -\u25a0? 10001
Area Code 212 PE 6-7500
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Faculty speakers highlight March liturgy
by Michael Berkey
News Staff
Although the second in the
series of Lenten Conversations
featuring John Donovan
(Sociology) had to be postponed
because of the recent storm, they
will continue tomorrow night in
the resident student lounge at
10:45 PM.
At the first congregation of
about 200 students, Fr. Charles
Donovan, Senior Vice-President
and Dean of Faculties, was the
preacher at the Ash Wednesday
mass. It was a symbolic affair,
with a theme of life and death,
exemplified by the distribution of
ashes and the proverbial,
"Remember man, that you are
dust and unto dust you shall
return."
Fr. Ferrick explained the
meaning behind the words and
actions of the priest. While there
was a return to the tradition of
the early church in, scattering

ashes over the heads of the
community, there was the
originality of having the
imposition done by individuals of
the congregation on themselves.
The ashes has been blessed and
surrounded by branches of a yew
tree, an evergreen which to the
early Christians was a sign of
eternal life. Interesting enough,
the Egyptians believed it to mean
death, since it is poisonous.
The Epistle consisted of the
reading of T.S. Eliot's poem "Ash
Wednesday" by Dr. Paul Marcoux
of the Speech Department,
accompanied by Mr. William F.X.
Fischer on the guitar. This was
followed by the gospel and a
sermon by Fr. Donovan on hope
in the midst of thoughtful despair.
Each Wednesday in Lent, a lay
faculty member will continue the
series with a short talk on the
quest of Christian living in the
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modern world. The talks will

proceed into discussions involving
members of the congregation at
large. The speakers of these future

occasions are:
March 5-Helen M. Saxe
(Nursing, Eudcation)
March 12-Denis Mary, SSND
(Philosophy)
March 19?Charles E. Johnson
(Finance)

March 26-Gary
(Political Science)

All

P. Brazier

members of

the

BC

Photo by George Jordan
Members of BC's chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega, the National Service Fraternity,
recently established on campus.

community, including faculty and

administratators, are invited.
Buses will make trips to South
Street and Newton Centre at
10:30 and after the services for
the convenience of off-campus
residents.
Also, as a part of the Sunday

midnight liturgy, visiting
preachers have been invited to
speak to the congregation.
The guest preachers and their
dates of participation are:

Bd.

of Directors expands

Five new members have been
added to the Board of Directors
of Boston College. This brings the
March 2-Dr. Thomas E. total membership of the Board to
Lehman, Grace Episcopal Church, 25; 16 of these are laymen and
Newton.
nine are Jesuits.
March 23-Dr. Walter D.
The new members are Dr.
Wagoner, Director of the Boston Joseph G. Brennan of Barnard
Theological Institute.
College, New York; Dr. Robert F.
April 27-Dr. Joseph C. Byrnes of Indiana University; Dr.
Williamson, Andover-Newton Stanley J. Idzerda, President of
Theological School.
the College of St. Benedict,
11 Dr. Tjaard G. Minnesota; John Lowell,
May
Hommes, Harvard Divinity Vice-Chairman of the Boston Safe
Deposit and Trust Co.; and the
School.
Very Rev. Joseph L. Shea, S.J.,
Rector of Cheverus High School,
Portland, Maine.
Dr. Brennan has degrees from
Boston College, Harvard, and
Columbia University. He has been
at Barnard College of Columbia
University since 1947, has served
as chairman of the Philosophy
Department, and is the author of
several books of philosophy
including Three Philosophical
Authors.
Dr. Byrnes is a specialist in
Russian and East European
If you are seriously thinking
history and was the first director
of the priesthood, the quesof Indiana University's Russian
tion becomes not "what" but
and East European Institute. He
"who."
has been a member of the Indiana
faculty since
1956 and was
Who can allow you to utilize
chairman of its History
your own innate talents?
Department from 1958 to 1965.
Who is most attuned to our
He holds a number of scholarly
times? Who can offer the
most freedom in your work?
honors and is the editor of The
United States and East Europe, a
The answer is the Paulists.
dealing with the serious
book
Their goal is to meet the
communication gap between the
needs of all God's people as
United States and Eastern Europe.
they arise in each era and
He has degrees from Amherst and
each age. The Paulist tries
to make Christ, His teachHarvard.
ings and His Church more
Dr. Idzerda became President
understandable to those he
of the College of St. Benedict a
can reach.
year ago after being a visiting
lecturer at Vale in 1965 and Dean
In our recent Renewal Chapof Undergraduate Studies at
ter we established the guideWeslvan University from 1965 to
lines by which a Paulist
seminarian and priest would
operate in these changing
times. A summary of these
renewal principles is available to those who question
"whether a priest can really
be with it today."
?
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Pbytermyents the firstly tampon?
(We took fa inside out
to show yoa how different it is.)
Outside: h'ssofter andsilky (norcardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
yoorfirst day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against theold cardboardy kind..
thePlaytextampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
thantheleadingregular tampon.
Because it's different Actually adjusts to you.
Sowers
It
out Fluffs out Designed toprotect every
insideinch ofyou. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
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Try it fast
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Why live in the past?
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To find out more about the
Paulist spirit, send for an
illustrated brochure and a
summary of our Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
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Room 224 AW
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

1968. He was on the faculty of
Michigan State University as a
professor of history from 1952 to

1965. He has served as chairman
of the Advanced Placement
Committee of the College
Entrance Examination Board and
President of the Society of French
History.

John Lowell is active in Boston
banking and civic life. His father,
Ralph Lowell, served on the
Boston College Board of Regents
for many years. John Lowell is a
graduate of Harvard and serves as
a director of trustees of Perkins

Institute for the Blind,
Northeastern University, Wellock
College, the World Affairs
Council, Boston Hospital for
Women, and was former President
of the Boston Security Analysts
Society. He lives in Nahant, Mass.,
where he is the town'smoderator.
Fr. Joseph Shea has been
Rector of Cheverus High School
since July, after serving as Rector
of Boston College High School for
six years. Previously, he had
served at Boston College in a
number of administrative
positions in the area of student
affairs. He also serves as the
Chairman of the Boston College
Board of Trustees.
The Board of Directors was set
up last October and was given
responsibility for managing and
directing Boston College affairs.
The Very Rev. W. Seavey
Joyce, S.J., President of Boston
C6llege, said the appointment of
the new directors "illustrates the
continuing concern of Boston
College in having laymen play a
major role in the direction of the
affairs of the universtiy. I am sure
they will
make many
contributions to our future
progress."
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Hockey horoscope
Looking past first round action
in the ECAC hockey playoffs, it

NCAA-bound Iron Dukes
a strong match for Eagles

to BC, but the Crimson is a more

desirablesemi-final opponent than
eitherBU or Cornell.
The other semi-final possibility
by Bill Fogarty
BU-Cornell, would be a dandy.
Sports Editor
BU gave Cornell a hard time at
Eagle basketball team will
The
Ithica last month and eagerly
close out the regular season
opponents.
anticipates a rematch. The Big against Duquesne
Thursday night
determining
In
the seated Red has Ken Dryden and a sound
at
Roberts
Center
in what might
teams, the ECAC tournament
team, but this is not one of Ned
easily be one of the toughest,
problem.
committee had no real
Harkness' super squads and can
There are four good-quality teams beaten. BU will have a second most exciting contests of the
and a left-over assortment of less incentive besides revenge on season.
awesome squads. BC, BU, Cornell; they they have scores to
The Dukes own one of the
Harvard, and Cornell should win settle with both Harvard (for
three Eastern at-large bids to
over the likes of RPI, Clarkson, taking away their Beanpot
the NCAA Tournament
starting as of last week, they
New Hampshire, and Brown trophy) and BC (for ending their
because they are better hockey
were rated in the country by
11-game dominance) in the final.
teams and because they have the
the two major press polls. So
Saturday's championship final
far
this season, they have
all-important home ice advantage.
will be memorable no matter what
beaten such teams as St.
In college hockey playing rested teams collide. If BC can gain the
John's (NY) and Villanova,
on your home ice and before a final they will have to face, in BU
the other two Eastern
large, friendly crowd is a decided or Cornell, a perennial nemesis,
independents who hold NCAA
advantage.
both of which have defeated them
bids, and St. Bonaventure
These four teams, all intense twice this year. A triumph over
twice.
rivals, should provide two nights 'either of these foes in the
Duquesne will enjoy a definite
of exciting hockey. BC, seated championship game would be
third, is matched up with Harvard delightfully sweet. It would height advantage with one of the
in one possible semi-final pairing. redeem the Eagles from the biggest forecourt trios in the
Harvard is a better team than the continuous frustration built up nation. At center is 6-9 senior
Gary Mahor. The 205-pound
one BC bested at Watson Rink in from past mastery.
December.
All speculation aside, Boston co-captain played sparingly over
They have been bolstered hockey fans are in for a wild his first two varsity years, but
personnel-wise by the return of weekend of exciting, hard-fought came on very strongly at the end
their best-- defenseman Terry action at the Garden.
of last year's campaign. This
Flaman and morale-wise by their
Beanpot championship over BU.
Harvard will pose a stiff challenge
should be BC vs. Harvard and BU
vs. Cornell Friday night at the
Boston Garden. These four teams
should have minimal difficulty in
disqualifying their initial

What can you
have in common with
Chester Arthur,
Calvin Coolidge,
James Garfield,
Warren Harding,

JOE'S BARBER SHOP
Cleveland Circle Special
Student Discount With
This Ad.
?\u25a0MM??

BOSTON
HAS JUST BEEN

LIBERATED!
For further information
call 536-0915

COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND
TEACHERS
Full or Part Time
Excellent earning oppor-

tunities Scholastic awards
and bonuses Hours can be
arranged.

CALL: 267-0808
471-9297
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Franklin Roosevelt?
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Today we have a particularly attractive feature for young men. It's
called the Policy Purchase Option. If you are physically qualified
to buy a policy now
as you probably are we guarantee that
you can buy more life insurance at specified future periods to
age 40 regardless of your health. So, merely by beginning a modest
program while you are young means that you will never have to
worry about becoming uninsurable.

Mast

SKI TIPS
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Benjamin Harrison,
William McKinley,
Theodore Roosevelt,
and
Two things. All eight men were United States Presidents and
insured by New York Life. We're proud of the fact that almost
half of the country's chief executives in the last hundred years
were New York Life policy owners. In fact, we think there's a connection between the two. Merely being insured by us is no guarantee
a man will become President
but it does say something about
his fiscal responsibility. And skill at planning. In fact, aside from
all its practical financial benefits, owning a New York Life policy
could be your first step on the campaign trail.

547-8821

season he has done an outstanding he will give strength and speed to
job for the Dukes and should be a the backcourt.
formidable challenge to Eagle
Bill Zopf a 6-2 junior, will
Ail-American candidate, Terry round out the team at the other
guard position. He averaged 13.8
Driscoll.
Two giant twin brothers
ppg in the '67-'6B season and was
start at each forward position
named to the AP All-East second
for the Pittsburgh quintet.
team. He is a tough defensive
Barry and Garry Nelson are
battler who usually picks up more
both 6-10 sophomores who
than his share of steals in each
averaged 15.7 and 18.8 points
game.
a game respectively on the
Dukes 1967-68 undefeated
Reserves who could see action
are Willie Hines (5-11), and Larry
freshman squad.
Both tip the scales at 235 and Abrahan (6-6), Steve McHigh
will provide plenty of muscle (6-0), and Jarrett Durham(6-4).
under the boards. Each was a high
The Thursday evening clash
school standout at Fox Chapel should come down to a battle
High in Pennsylvania and was between BC's speed and the
chosen for the Dapper Dan Dukes rebounding. Duquesne will
Roundball (HS) Classic.
be seeking revenge for last year's
104-88 upset loss to the Eagles.
The other co-captain, Moe BanThe two clubs have met only
was the second leading scorer and
rebounder for the Dukes last four times, but already it seems
season. At 6-4, he will tower over that a bitter rivalry is developing.
both Jimmy O'Brien and Billy Each team has won two apiece in
Evans. An aggressive playmaker, the series.

?
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Don't leave your head
out in the cold.

Experienced skiers always keep their heads covered on
the slopes. And they don't wear those brightly colored
caps and hoods just for the sake of fashion. They know
that good skiing form begins with a warm head.
You see, your body can lose a great deal of heat
through your scalp. And when your body is cold, you
begin to lose control over the way your muscles move.
So you tend to make mistakes. And the risk of injury
is greater.
That's why caps and hoods are more than just fun
things to wear. By keeping your head warm, they help
you keep your cool.

If you are a prospective Presidential candidate, there's another
good reason to consider New York Life. We have offices In all
fifty states. And the District of Columbia!

come as you art to ??**
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Cyr and Dnggan Assoc.
NEW YORK LIFE
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INSURANCE COMPANY
75 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
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For the most reliable reports on ski conditions in the East,
listen to "Ski Reports by Roxy" with Roxy Rothafel, the voice
of skiing. On WEEI Radio 590 in Boston ?and on other
stations throughout the Northeast.
And on your next ski trip, be sure to enjoy Schaefer
the one beer to have when you're having more than one.
?

Schaefer Breweries, New York

and Albany.

N.Y.. Baltimore.
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Lightweight trio leads grapplers
by Bill Fogarty

workouts. If I'm not in shape, I
don't win. I think I depend more
on that than anything else."
When the BC wrestling team
This year Dick was out of
visits Worcester Polytech this action for half the campaign due
weekend for the New England to a pinched nerve. By midseason,
Championships, they will bring he was back in the lineup and won
the most talented lineup of four out of five matches.
lightweight competitors ever to
Dick enjoys the individuality
represent Boston College. Dick involved in wrestling at BC. There
Power, Larry McDade and Tony are no scholarships given to
Maccarini are all strong prospective grapplers. The amount
contenders for top honors in their of work each squad member
divisions.
wants to devote to the sport is
The lightest of this superb trio entirely up to himself. "The coach
is Power. He has wrestled in the lets the kid's work out at their
123-pound division this season, own speed. He treats you like an
but will move to the 115-pound adult. Wrestling becomes an art. It
slot for the New Englands.
means much more if you do it
His wrestling career began yourself and you're not pushed."
seven years ago at Needham High
Dick needs no push
School. In the three years that whatsoever. He has the
Power spent at Needham, their intense, personal desire it takes to
grapplers won the Massachusetts make a winner. When the best are
state championship twice and the sorted from the crowd this
New England title once.
weekend look for Dick to be at
It didn't take long for Power to the top of the heap.
establish himself as one of BC's
Larry McDade, the Eagles
best. In his first varsity year last 130-pound representative is
season, he won seven of eight another Needham High product.
matches. His only defeat was a He talks about his entrance on to
tight 7-6 decision to JoeBarron of the wrestling scene in a somewhat
MIT.
humorous tone.
Power went on to the New
"I wasn't that good at hockey,
Englands where he whipped Barso I went out for wrestling."
ron 9-4 in the rematch and evenBut things were not that casual
tually captured second place overafter Larry became interested. He
all.
was an instant success, but not a
A tenacious competitor, Dick
"flash-in-the-pan." In his three
is a bug on keeping in top physical varsity years at Needham, Larry
condition. "I like to win on was never beaten in a duel match.
conditioning. I run about three
Larry enjoys riding his
and a half miles three times a
for a good part of the
opponent
week in addition to regular
match. "I use my legs a lot to stay
on top and force .the other guy to
use his arms and tire himself out.
Then I try for a fall."
Before the last match against
UMass last Friday, Larry had won
ten matches and lost only one.
That was a tough 8-6 decision
against Amherst. He had racked
up four pins this year.

Sports Editor

HEARD

ABOUT
OUR
STUDENT
DISCOUNT?
Bring along your I. D. and
get a 17% discount! Bona
fide college students can
ski here any day for only
$5, Mon. through Fri. (except during holiday periods). Uncrowded midweek
skiing gives you a lot more
runs for your money.

Don't mitt the after-ski
action at the new Crazy
Indian lounge in the Fourways restaurant!
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©
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Worcester

certain that Larry will make a Syracuse. But he wanted to
contribution to that goal.
venture out of his home state and
Tony Maccarini, a 137-pound was on the verge of making his
package of dynamite, is one of the initial room deposit at the Heights
fastest most exciting wrestlers when he went to BC for an
around.
interview.
Tony admits that he hadn't
"In the catalog BC sent me,
intended to wrestle in high school they didn't mention a wrestling
but the coach asked him to give it team and I didn't think the school
a shot. "My parents and teachers had one. Then, at my interview, I
were both against it, so naturally I found out they had, and that
tried out."
clinched it."
Four years later, Tony finished
As a freshman, Tony competed
his high school wrestling as in only three or four matches, but
captain of the team with a 69-9 last season emerged as one of the
overall record. He had collected a stars of the team. He recorded a
slew of awards, including the 13-2 mark and placed third in
Yorktown Invitational New England. Maccarini defeated
Tournament for two consecutive the second place finisher in the
years,
and the county regular season, but because of the
championship four years in a row.
elimination pairings never met
The latter feat has not been that opponent in the tournament.
equalled to date.
Despite being hampered with a
Being both scholar and athlete,
Tony was offered a Scholarship to back injury he suffered in a

tournament over Christmas, the

junior standout is undefeated this

with a 10-0-1 record. He has
three pins to his credit and most
decisions he has won by wide

year

margins.

Since the New England
champion of last year's
137-pound category will be
entering in the 145-pound division
this trip, Maccarini stands a good
chance of being the top-seated
contender at Worcester.
Perennial powerhouse
Springfield is heavily favored to
waltz away with the team title,
but Power, McDade, and
Maccarini should place the
Maroon-and-Gold fairly high in
the standings and provide the
Worcester crowd with plenty of
thrills.

NCAA: Second-best honors
NIT: A real chance to win
by Jim O'Reilly
Heights Sports

Detroit is Motown, Boston the
Hub, Washington the Capital. But
only New York is the City, and
for Boston College basketball New
York's Madison Square Garden is
The Place.
The Eagles will debut next
week in that new palace of
athletics, the new Madison Square
Garden, against a strong field of
National Invitation Tournament
opponents. Bob Cousy, a New
Yorker by birth and breeding and
a Bostonian by adoption, will
coach the Eagles for the last time
on the shining hardwood of New
York's showcase arena.
There are four exceptional
advantages, given BC's present
placed
"Last year we
two men
basketball picture, to support
at the New Englands in New
the Eagle's decision to close
London, Connecticut. This year
their successful season in the
I'd like to see us place three or
NIT rather than in the NCAA.
Judging
by
four."
past
The first is the location;
nerformances, it seems almost
built close to the centers of
-BB????IBBBBBBH
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SERVICE LIQUOR
MART
OFFERS YOU:
1. KEGS OF BEER
2. ICE CUBE SERVICE
3. OUTSTANDING SAVINGS ON ALL
LIQUOR PURCHASES
PLUS
FREE FAST DELIVERY

SEE you SOON

to

1700 COMMONWEALTH AYE.
BRIGHTON

232-3733
566-8096
Ask about our cheese and wine club

transportation and designed
for comfortable viewing, the
New Garden is a jewel in a
perfect setting: New York
City. Some players shake at
the beginning of their first
game in the fabled Garden;
some, feeling the critical eyes
of 20,000 basketball
afie ionadoes, produce
memorable individual
moments.

Ed Hockenbury of the Eagles
made such a moment in '66, when
he saved the Louisville NIT
opener for an eventual BC win.
Jimmy Walker made his own fame
with 50 points in the '65 Holiday
Festival, to wrap up Providence's
victory over BC. Lew Alcindor
had a strong showing in 68 against
BC at the old Garden.

NIT rounds will be nationally
televised.
The realities of Eastern
basketball also favor the Eagles'
choice of the NIT. A
strong race in the Eastern NCAA
has placed such powers as
Villanova, St. John's, Duquesne,
Davidson, and North Carolina.
The Eagles have made a
pragmatic choice, and should look
much more impressive in thenown style of fast-break basketball
at the NIT; no inevitable,
indefatigable Alcindor will rise up
to sweep the finals. And - in BC's
case - no mighty presence like
that of Bob Lanier can kill BC's

hopes in the first round of play.

Fourth, and possibly most
important, the BC brand of ball is
New York's style, to New York's
liking - and the Eagles' hope for
victory is not too far from
possibility. Champions of the NIT

The exposure to mass media is
a major advantage of the New
York tournament; no games are
played at isolated neutral sites, all in New York, in the final year of
games are within minutes of the Cousy-coached basketball, the,
headquarters of wire services, Eagles would have a strong and
magazines, and network viable claim to high national
communications, and two of the ranking.

CAMP COUNSELORS
ESTABLISHEDMAINE CAMP

MALE positions open for
land water activities
?

Contact

449-2522
-orNeedham
Newton 332-541 fi
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STUDENT ENTREPRENEURS
bourse beginning for students in stock brokerage firm. Captal is set aside for successful students to create branch offices
iuring the summer. An opportunity for very substantial in:ome both current, and as a result of stock options and/or
arofit shares.
Call 354-3300 for more information.
?
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Cagers roll over HC and BU
Driscoll wins Cousy award

time, forcing the Eagles to keep
awake. But within ten minutes,
BC was running their cross-town
rival into the floor with the third
string. Driscoll came out of the
game with 21 points and 16
rebounds. With five minutes left
the score hit triple figures and
from there the Eagles coasted to
their fourteenth straight win.
The whole team played
brilliantly; it is impossible to
name a single hero. Jim Hayes was
high scorer with 22 and topped
his team in rebounds at six. The
BU fans tried to dampen the
spirits of the victors who were
chanting "the Dog is dead" by
reminding them that they would
meet in a hockey game the next
night, but that's another story.
On Saturday night, Bob Cousy
and team met his Alma Mater in
battle for the last time and
conquered the Crusaders 80?74
opposition just as coinsistently. before a full house at Worcester
On behalf of the Terriers, Jim Auditorium. The Bob Cousy
Hayes proved a threat off the Memorial Trophy was instituted
boards and through the strings, to be awarded to the outstanding
player of the Boston College but soon tired.
By the middle of the second Holy Cross tilt in Worcester.
As play commenced, the two
quarter the home team was
pulling away through the efforts teams set up an identical zone
of Soph Yin Costello and Evans, defense, but the Eagles weren't
who appeared unstoppable. By playing their game. The contest
half-time the score was slanted in promised to be tight from the tap,
Boston College's favor 59-39. which went to Holy Cross. Within
The loudest cheers of the evening minutes they had taken the lead.
came when the rumor spread that The Eagles fought back as Tom
classes were cancelled for the Veronneau, playing with an ankle
injury, and Frank Fitzgerald led
(following day.
i When the foes returned to tne the way with clutch baskets to
arena, they simultaneously even it up by the end of the
switched to a sagging zone-type quarter.
Early in the second quarter,
defense. Ray LaGace came in
about this time to show his talent Veronneau left the game with
from the floor, but the Terriers four fouls. The lead oscillated the
displayed renewed vigor for a rest of the period and at half-time

Paul Schill
Sports Staff
The high-flying Eagle hoop
team raised its season standardto
20-3 with a 110-80 win over
hapless Boston University in
Roberts Center last Tuesday and a
80-74 victory over Holy Cross at
Worcester Saturday. In the BU
contest fans came despite the
storm, expecting a routie rout,
but the game was hardly routine
before the Terriers were snowed
under. It was BC's highest tally of
the season.
The contest opened with both
teams fast-breaking and BU
jumped to an early lead with the
help of their dogged pressing
defense. The Eagles took the
initiative as Tom Veronneau and
Captain Terry Driscoll scored
repeatedly from beneath the
basket. Speedy Billy Evans added
scoring punch driving through the

the Crusaders led 35-34.
The Eagles came alive when
they returned to the court,
running off a series of field goals
to take a 5-point lead, but the
opposition soon had whittled it
down. Billy Evans sparked the
team's efforts with his driving
layups, while Jim O'Brien
harassed the Crusaders' offense.
Ed Siudut, the Cross standout,
still managed to sere consistently
from the floor, as did team-mate
Jack Adams with a deadly outside
shot.
Veronneau was back during the
second half and finished the game
without incurring another foul.
HC was less fortunate as Siudut
and Don Sasso were retired with
f
he quota, but Fitz joined them
taking home 14 points. The last
few minutes were the most tense
of the game as only one basket
separated the teams. Neither team
could get off a shot, but the work
of Evans and Terry Driscoll at the
charity stripe put the visitors
almost out of reach and a final
bucket by Yin Costello iced it.
The Cousy award went to
Eagle Captain Terry Driscoll on
the basis of his 24 points and 16
rebounds. It was a great tribute to
both player and coach. Driscoll
represents the prize student of the
fabled mentor. It was a long haul
for both teacher and pupil and a
fitting culmination rewarding
both for a 100% effort.

QUICK BILLY Evans evades BU's Jim Hayes to finish off a typical Eagle fast
break. Photo by Ken Gorman.

BU jinx smashed, Eagles romp 7-3
by Tom Burke
Sports Staff

wristing a low shot from the right
boards past Jim McCann. Burly
A "few weeks ago, after BU haa BU
captian, defenseman Bill
defeated the Maroon and Gold Hinch, who had looked bad on
skaters for the tenth straight time, the play, apparently didn't like
someonp remarked, "Maybe we Schill to score on his net. So, on
can come up with something on the next sequence, Hinch tried to
crease Schill's noggin with his
by Bill Fogarty
The Redmen quickly regained February 26 at the Arena."
Well, the Eagles did come up Northland Pro. The fight was on,
the lead when the undermanned
Sports Editor
A powerful UMass wrestling BC squad was forced to forfeit the with a number of things, all of and Paul clearly got the best of it
which may be summed up as the before both were ejected.
123-pound battle. Larry McDade.
squad came on strong in the
finest and most satisfying team
Referee Bobby Cleary, who
higher weight divisions to hand a 130-pound junior, put BC back
the Eagle grapplers a 31-12 loss at in front 6-5 with a tight 6-4 effort of the long season. Though tooted a total of 69 penalty
Amherst friday night. It was the decision over rugged Howard Paul Hurley received the Gallagher minutes, kept busy in the first
final duel match for BC as the Kaplin. McDade had been forced award at the game's end, there stanza. A minute later, he
Eagles closed the campaign with a to come back after being down were really no individual stars. banished Herb Wakabayashi for
Something was in the air at the five when the sprightly center
3-2 midway through the clash.
5-7 record.
Tony Maccarini closed out the half-filled Arena that night. After high sticked Tim Sheehy for
The opening bouts in the
lightweight slots went favorably regular season as, the only all. the Eagles hadn't beaten the four stitches. John Snyder
for the visitors. 115-pound Dick undefeated contender on the team Terriers in ten games and four converted a Hurley rebound at
13:01, and that's how the period
Power proved the value of with an 8-4 decision in the years. They were going with a
ended.
experience as he whipped last 137-pound category. Maccarini goalie who had little experience.
Check. Block shots. Skate like
year's New England champion, nearly pinned his man in the
The third period was all BC.
Nick Domenico 10-4. Power opening seconds of the match hell. Keep the pressure on. It's Hurley parked a patented blast at
should be one of the top when he caught his adversary in simple. And it works.
1:08. After another Toomey goal,
Paul Schilling started things off Sheehy threadedthe needle with a
contenders this weekend at mid-air and dumped him on the
Worcester Tech for this year's mat. But the desperate Redman at 10:46 of the first period, long pass to Toz. who outraced
fought back and and Tony had to
New England championships.
settle for the decision.
TOURNAMENT TICKETS
It was at this point that the BC
hopes for an upset began to fade.
ECAC
In a tough battle, Eagle co-captain
If BC wins on Tuesday, March Mike Calvey dropped a 10-5
\u26 6, a limited number of tickets will decision to Bob Freeman cutting
be made available to us for sale. the BC margin to one point 9-8.
500 tickets will go on sale
The following pairoffs turned
Thursday morning to BC students.
the match into a nightmare for
Ticket prices are $3.50, $3.00,
Coach Maloney's men. The three
and $2.50. Tickets are currently straight pins made the score 23-9.
on sale at Boston Garden.
A decision and yet another pin
put BC on the short end of a 31-9
NIT
margin and out of contention.
Tickets will be available at BC
Heavyweight Ed
Ryan
after the pairings are announced redeemed some glory in the final
in New York. Ticket prices are: match. In an exciting clash that
$7.50
saw the lead change hands several
$6.50 . . Student Price $3.50 times, Ryan finally emerged the
$5.50
Student Price $3.50 victor with a 6-3 decision.
Captain Mike Flynn flicks puck past Terrier netminder on
BEHIND YOU, JIM
$3.50
Student Price $2.50
third period breakaway. George Rizer photo.

Redmen pin BC. 31-12
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ihe BU defense and beat McCann

with a low sizzler. Then BU's
Mike Hyndman wound up for one
of his booming slapshots-and
boomed it right into the pads of
Eagle captain Mike Flynn. Mike
picked up the skittering disc and
waltzed in alone for the score.
Don Callow, a smallish skater
of the Wakabayashi genre, capped
off a dazzling show oft
stickhandling in the BU zone with
a neat backhander to complete
the BC scoring. Eddie Wright
added another for BU in the latter
part of the period, but it was all
over but the cheering: "The Dog
is dead."
Oh yes-that goalie. Junior
John Burnett showed BC rooters a
few things in a clutch effort. He
stopped 22 shots in the last period
alone and had 38 overall. His best
was a one hand stab of a Serge
Boily deflection. He also stymied
several flurries by the Terrier
offense. Who says we're up tight
for a goalie next year?
The only problem seems to be
how to come up with a suitable
encore for this week. Go West,
young men?

.

See Bill look.
Look, Bill, look.
Look for a coach.
Look for a' good coach.
Dee Rowe is a good coach.
See Dee Rowe.
See Dee Rowe Go.
See Dee Rowe go to UConn.
See BC pay.
See BC pay eleemosynary
wages.

Eleemosynary?

Look, Bill, look.
Look it up in your Funk and

Wagnall's.
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the past six years, the
T
Boston College sports scene has been
x
'
iF;
graced
Cousy.
y
with
the
of
Bob
Fresh
presence
*
from a long hard career with the Boston
THREIGN
ECOUSY Celtics, he
r
accepted the new challenge of collegiate coaching. In
meeting this challenge, Cousy faced a gradual and often
tedious learning process. Basketball during the Cousy Reign
became a very special thing?to the players and to the fans. It has
been truly a way of life. The finale for Bob Cousy the Eagle Coach
will occur as did the windup for Bob Cousy the Celtic player?away
from Boston. The "last loud roar" will come, fittingly, in New York,
the capital of college basketball. In the beautiful new Madison Square
Garden before twenty thousand appreciative fans, the Cooz will
proudly present his final and finest BC team. But Thursday night is
a concluding act also. Roberts Center will say goodbye to Mr.
Basketball. He will spin his last web of wonderment upon the
proceedings. Afterwards, that magic will never happen again.
This reign was a complex of accomplishment and
frustration, of enthusiasm and apathy, of glory and
disillusionment. However it may be evaluated in
the future, it will never be forgotten.
This is the story of that
era.
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The Heights

"The American

Dream is

abuilding at BC now, scene by
scene, and before long, Bob Cousy
will have one of the nation's top
college basketball teams."
These prophetic words
appeared in a national magazine
following Bob Cousy's coaching
debut at Boston College. Cousy
had been basketball's most
dominant figure for over a decade
and his magnetic appeal was
expected to create a college
dynasty at the Heights.
For Cousy, the transition from
professional player to collegiate
coach was a new challenge. The
demands were two. First, he had
to convey to his players his
superlative ability, his competitive
spirit, and his fierce pride,
qualities which had 'made the
Boston Celtics the greatest team
in the history of sports. Second,
he had to learn how to handle and

mold young individuals into a
cohesive unit.
The beginning was
inauspicious. Cousy's first season
was a losing campaign. " John
Austin was the team, the
spotlight. For the only time
during the Cousy Reign, success
depended entirely upon one
individual. Much attention during
Year I was focused on Cousy's
first personal recruits on the
freshmen team.
Year I had seen the
institutionalization of the fast
break and the full court press as
the basketball way at BC. Year II
witnessed talented personnel and
the Eagles' first big man, Willie
Wolters. Combining with Austin,
Cousy's men reeled off fourteen
consecutive victories and received
an NIT bid. Year II also gave BC a
national image as the Eagles
traveled west to Wisconsin,
California, and Hawaii to exhibit
their talents.
Year 111 produced a 22-5
record and a second straight NIT
appearance, but losses in key
games to Providence, St. Joe's.,
and Villanova tarnished these
accomplishments. To be supreme
in the East, BC had to prove that
they could beat these teams.
BC basketball came of age in
year IV. All of the ingredients
which comprise a top ten
basketball team were for the first
time in evidence. There was

height, shooting, speed, power,
and depth. There was big-time
student support as the Courtside
Club was born. The style of BC

basketball has significantly altered
from the one-on?one play of a
John Austin to an Evans to
Driscoll fast-break layup. The high
point of the four year Reign was
the progress made to College Park,
Maryland, and the NCAA Eastern
Regionals.
The pre-season optimism and
expectation which ushered in
Year V of the Cousy Reign were
transformed into disappointment
and frustration due to key
injuries, inconsistency, and the

loss of confidence. Year V was

partially redeemed, however, by a
sparkling finish which resulted in
a surprise NCAA bid.
By necessity, finesse and

defense were substituted for
power in the Year VI. Key
injuries, notably to
potential All-America candidate
Bob Dukiet, quelled the optimism
pre-season

of many. These difficulties were
offset, however,largely due to the
inspiration of the Eagle mentor
and the leadership of Captain
Driscoll. The result, instead of
despair, was the closest-knit team

of the Cousy Reign.
This unit was the culmination
of six years of experience and
ever-maturing prospective for the
Cooz. Initially, it was difficult.
Cousy was plagued by his own
mystique and his idealism.
Here was not just another
basketball coach-this was Mr.
Basketball. Bob Cousy has that
certain aura of unreality and that
magnetic quality that nature has
reserved for special personages.
This man, whose first love would
always be playing the game, had
to content himself with coaching.
It was a new challenge and
perhaps the greatest of his life.
For now his reputation lay largely
in the hands of others, mere boys. awe-stricken youngsters. The perfectionist whose
What could possibly have pressure was fantastic. How many pre-conceived ideas on basketball
motivated the man to risk the rookie coaches have received a at times clashed with the realities
image, a lifetime in the making? letter from the President of the of the game. Difficulties in
Once Mr. Basketball, now he United States before they had adjusting to the problems of
would be subjected to disputing even begun, telling them: "I know tactics, personnel, and recruiting
calls with referees, to listen to you will set the same high were evident.
vulgar taunts of hostile fans. But
Looking over Coach Cousy's
standards as a coach that you have
the hardest task would be trying set as a player"?
first few years as a college coach it
to solve the riddle of how an idol
Aside from his mystique, might shock some people, though
goes about coaching and
Cousy's idealism posed a second it shouldn't, that he was not the
maintaining rapport with problem for him. Here was a greatest coach in college ranks or

14 Memories

February 21, 1964

Roberts Center
Georgetown
Having beaten the defending
national champion, Loyola, and
awaiting an N.I.T. bid,
Georgetown came to Boston. Also
on hand was the mother of Eagle
All-American John Austin. Mrs.
Austin left the happier as her
son's 49 points shattered the
xschool's individual scoring
record. He paced the Eagles to a
stunning
107-92 upset, Bob
Cousy's first signigicant coaching

triumph.

** * *

John Austin

Tuesday, March 4, 1969
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December 18, 1964
Milwaukee Classic
Wisconsin
"An unbelievable, last-second
shot by unbelievable and fabulous
John Austin" turned what looked
like a heart-breaking and
frustrating loss into an exciting
and stimulating win and set up a
BC-UCLA championship final.

the nation entering the game.
After thrity-seven minutes of
close, exciting basketball the score
was tied at 77. At this point the
Friars went into a freeze. They
would not shoot. The Eagles
would not foul. Finally as thr

services of injured John Austin.
Ed Hockenbury's driving layup at
the buzzer tied the score and sent

** * *

December 30, 1965
Madison Square Garden
Providence
It was the final of the
Christmas Festival. BC had
reached it with victories over
Colorado State and Army. In the
championship game, the
best-balanced team effort
displayed by a Cousy team was
spoiled by the incredible
performance of Jimmy Walker
who scored fifty points to tic
Oscar Robertson's Festival record.
January 15, 1966
Providence, R.I.
Providence
The BC-PC rematch took
place a few weeks later.
Providence (10?1) was seventh in

even close to it. This judgment is
not based on team records, for no
one can win, as he stresses,
"without the horses." But the
truth is that he had a lot to learn
about handling the various
personality problems of his
players. Only through trial and
error can a coach learn the special
touch of quick adjustment of
defense, offense, and personnel
that the college game demands.
Those early years he had to
struggle to get the feel of the
game from a coaching point of
view. There was that momentous
game against Providence during
Year 111. The Friars were able to
freeze the ball with the score tied
for the last two and a half minutes
of the game because Cousy was
too damn proud and mad to have
one of his players deliberately
foul. The contrast to this season is
quite noticeable. His increased
flexibility has seen Cousy order
his team to stall at strategic times,
especially when Driscoll was in
foul trouble.
A change has also taken place
in his handling of the crucial issue
of discipline. His original
approach was to relegate to his
assistant coach the job of
chastising individual players and
of getting tough in general.
Midway through last season when
the team seemed about to fall
apart, Cousy asserted himself as
taskmaster as never before. He
broke the final strings of restraint
and let loose some verbal tirades
long overdue. This had the effect
of clearing the air and making the
players work closer as a unit.
This year, as anyone who saw
the pre?season practices can
attest, there was a carry?over of
this intensity of direction. The
attitude demanded and realized
from the players a 100% mental
and physical effort. Instrumental
in the team's great response was
theleadership displayed by the
best captain Cousy has had to
work with, Terry Driscoll.
Recruiting was the largest
headache for Bob Cousy. The
cruel hard truth about college
athletics is that winning is the
prime goal and that all means
justify this end. Onto this
background came a proud man of
integrity who cherished the value
of character and knowledge as

Steve Adelman

Willie Wolters

Ed Hockenbury

the game into three traumatic
overtimes and eventual victory.
Super soph Steve Adelman
delivered 32 points.

clock was running out, Walker,
taking the final shot, was fouled. December 20, 1966
He made the two free throws Boston Garden
giving PC a controversial victory Syracuse
which would not be soon
Two undefeated Eastern
forgotten.
basketball powerhouses played
before 10,000 empty seats in the
first annual Boston Garden
March 13, 1966
Christmas Tournament. Brilliant
Madison Square Garden
sophomore Billy Evans led BC to
Louisville
Cousy took his forces to the a 87-75 victory. Painful
N.I.T. for the second straight conclusions: Boston is not a
year, but this time without the basketball city. The BC alumni are

fair-weather fans who make their
presence known only for a
"status" game.

February 18, 1967
Roberts Center
Providence
Everybody had been waiting
for this one. "Beat Providence"
had been the prevailing thought
since early November. The
vengeful Eagles, led by Adelman
and Evans, took a 17 point lead
after five minutes of the second
half as "it sounded like New
Year's Eve" at Roberts. But
incredible Jimmy Walker had not
given up quite yet. Scoring 20
points in the last 12 minutes, he
gave PC a 76-73 lead. But

Tuesday, March 4, 1969
necessary complements to athletic
He produced athletes
who were also well rounded men.
Toward the honorable end he
strove, and this school should be
proud of those efforts. But it is a
sad commentary on the state of
college sports, that unethical
tactics and unethical practices,
though not condoned, are
nevertheless by neglect
prowess.

encouraged and have piayea at
least a small part in depriving
college sports of the presence of a
man of Bob Cousy's stature.

Six years have seen the gradual

development of Bob Cousy into as

fine a coach as there is in the
country. The Cooz is shrewd,
capable and confident. He uses
the rules of the game instead of
letting them use him. In those six
years BC basketball has slowly
matured to big time status.
College basketball, a truly
American game, unsurpassed for
excitment, competitiveness, and
intimacy, is the number one
college sport in America. More
NCAA colleges compete in
basketball than in any other game
in the country. Cousy tried to
develop this sport in a sporting
area where hockey is king.
This crusade was a failure
mainly due to the hindrances of
the mass media, the BCAA, and
alumni apathy. Greater Boston
residents have never been given a
real opportunity to identify with
and support the Eagles and share
in the Cousy Reign.
But it seems that it is even
more important that a college
sport exist primarily for the
students of that school. Toward
the latter objective the Cousy
Reign was an unqualified success.
Basketball became the leading
sport among the students at BC.
The success of basketball at the
Heights was the success of the
Courtside Club. This remarkable
student-initiated venture has
produced significant results. It
was founded three years ago by a
number of dorm students as a
means of coordinating support for
the basketball program. The
BCAA agreed to allow its
members to purchase season
tickets in specifically reserved
sections. This acquaintance by the
BCAA was not due to any sudden
burst of magnanimity on their

part but because they needed the
students' backing. The alumni just
were not interested.

media. The newspaper, radio, and
TV men of Boston have
performed a great disservice to the
community by their treatment
accorded BC basketball. True,
Boston is not a basketball area,
but there are pockets of hoop
supporters here. Also Boston
enjoys a huge population of
college students. Similar
aggregations in New York and
Philadelphia have produced
basketball havens. There's no
reason why Boston could not be
developed into a more amicable
hoop environment.
Pick any uncomplimentary
word and it describes the
performance of the mass media in
regard to BC basketball. They are
uninterested and unknowledgable.
Scores are received haphazardly;
games are reported irrelevantly.
The reporters continually stress
individual statistics and neglect
(or fail to realize) the real factors
which produce the eventual
outcome of a game.
Time listings for away games
are frequently inaccurate, more
frequently not even given. Away
game results usually are mysteries
to the casual fan. FM-radio is a
disgrace; the lack of TV facilities
is a shame. One typical example
of the mass media's unmeritorious
manner is this year's St. Joe's
game. This very important game
was not broadcast in Boston and
the score was not even reported
'oy any one of the three major
late-night sports directors. Yet in
New York, WNEW radio gave the
score every time they checked

an embarrassing reality. The only
hope was that the score would be
respectable. BC held their own for
the first ten minutes, trailed by 10
at half-time, and by 17 with nine
minutes to go. At this point the
game became extremely
emotional. BC started to muscle
Alcindor. They got the lead down
to 5 points with 90 seconds left.
The game ended with Alcindor
and Warren out on fouls and
UCLA freezing the ball.

** * *

Jack Kvancz

campus due primarily to the mass

The Courtside Club united the
gave them a sense of
belonging and an identity.
Unfortunately this association did
not live up to all its potentialities.
It became captured by a clique of
dorm students who left unfulfilled
their promises of such things as
meetings and away game
transportation. They also made no
real effort to recruit commuting
students into their body and
hierarchy. This is tragic because
the future of BC basketball rests,
as does any sport for that matter,
on the Greater Boston students.
These area residents are the most
accessible BC alumni of the future
and the Courtside Club never
really pursued them.
Basketball succeeded on
campus despite the BC Sports
Establishment, the BCAA, which
is generally football and hockey
oriented. As far as basketball is
concerned, their efforts lack the
force to put basketball on a plane
with football or hockey. They
have left basketball in isolation.
As far as getting the alumni
interested in basketball is
concerned, imagination and
interest are two qualities which
seem to be lacking. One
suggestion which deserves some
discussion is the idea of a
hockey-basketball doubleheader.
Alumni could be invited to a
Saturday afternoon hockey game
followed by dinnerand concluded
with a basketball tilt. This way
some of the old alumni might
come to realize that BC is the best sports.
The Cousy Reign is drawing to
two-sport winter campus in the
a close and with its conclusion
country.
When the serious matter of *here will result a period Of crisis
choosing Cousy's successor was in as far as the future of big time
progress, some of the puppets basketball at the Heights is
upon whom this decision rests concerned. The departure of
took off for a Florida vacation, Cousy does not have to mean the
thus delaying the process and "end of an era." It is hopefully
jeopardizing the basketball future. the commencement of a glorious
A team without a coach can not beginning for future success. The
successfully compete in the students have proved that big time
recruiting game for next year's basketball can exist at BC and
freshmen. This is more that it is wantedhere.
The American Dream is still
discouraging since the quality of
next year's recruits may well a-building at BC. Eagle basketball
determine whether BC will has made progress towards this
continue to rise or by necessity destiny and this movement can be
decline.
traced to the efforts of the little
Basketball failed outside the people: the little people who
fans,

late-game heroics by Wolters and
Kvancz pulled the game out of the
fire as BC squeezed out a 83?82
decision.

March 17, 1967
College Park, Maryland
St. John's
After surviving a UConn stall in
the first round of the NCAA, the
Eagles progressed into the Eastern
Regionals against a St. John's
team which had destroyed
Cousy's first post-season
tournament debut two years
previously in the N.I.T. Sweet
revenge was had (63?62) in a
pressure-packed, nervewracking
affair ultimately decided by Billy
Evans' late-game foul shooting.
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The Heights

Bob Oukiet
December 17, 1967
Roberts Center
St. John's
It was a beautiful Sunday
afternoon. The dorm students had
delayed their Christmas vacation
to witness the battle for Eastern
supremacy. St. John's took a
48-41 half-time lead. The Eagles,
led by a 46-point offensive
explosion by Terry Driscoll, took
an 81-79 lead with 15 seconds to
go. But little Carmen Calzonetti
tied it and unstoppable John
Warren won it for the Redmen in
overtime.

January 27,1968
Madison Square Garden
UCLA
What had been an
eagerly-awaited event had become

** * *

turned out
Marine and
Team games
games, the

for the Quantico
Swedish National
as well as the big
little people who
staged sleep-ins for NCAA tickets,
the little people who faced and
met the challenge of establishing
basketball in hockey country, the
little people who came to love the
sport and make it what it is. The

little people have done what they
could for BC basketball and they
will continue to do so. But the
little people can not hire coaches,
recruit players, or build a strong
public image. The fate of BC
basketball rests with the big
people. They can either shatter
the dream or fulfill its destiny.

post-season optimism was capped
by a thrilling, revenge victory over
arch-rival Holy Cross. The Eagles
were led by the sharpshooting of
Bobby Dukiet and the defensive
job on Keith Hockstein by Terry

February 8, 1969

Driscoll.

Roberts Center
Fordham
Section B stood and cheered
ioud and long. They remembered.
Terry Driscoll hugged Billy Evans.
as coach Cousy raised his arms
triumphantly.

**

**

February 1, 1969

They

too

remembered. Tears of frustration
and disbelief had been
transformed into the sweet wine
of delirious joy and satisfying
achievement.

Roberts Center
Holy Cross
The Crusaders' challenge to
BC's New England supremacy
** * *
crumbled before a characteristic February 23, 1969
display of teamwork, defense, and Roberts Center
backcourt brilliance which has Detroit
It was a gloomy Sunday
made Cousy's latest team the
afternoon
but it felt like Paradise
most exciting and enjoyable one
inside Roberts Center. The
yet.
sell-out crowd came to see
Olympic star Spencer Haywood.
Instead they viewed the finest
Eagle performance of the Cousy
Reign. A determined Terry
Driscoll and an inspired Billy
Evans sparked a suprisingly easy
99-72 rout.
#*

Tom Veronneau

March 2,1968
Worcester Auditorium
Holy Cross
A second-half surge which
redeemed the season and fostered

Jimmy

O'Brien

**

March (?), 1969
Madison Square Garden
(?)
The Cousy Reign ended before
a standing room only crowd. Fans
screamed, clapped, and generally
went berserk as the Eagles

....
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"There are places

I'll

remember,..

all my life, though some have changed."
Lennon?McCartney

